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2020 President’s Message
Greetings to all!! Can you believe it is 2020? Where does the time go? They say time flies when
you are having fun! 2019 is a milestone for me enjoying my retired life but still active in my
profession as LA State President of AMT, Scientific speaker & mentor with renewed 2020 certification and license. My experience has been very fulfilling and rewarding. I was shocked
when Mr. Randy Swopes, Vice President and Editor presented my award “2019 LA Medical
Technologist of the Year” during our Board & Business meeting held in Lafayette, LA on
01Feb2020. Each step I made was guided by my forever support for all the years. Thank you
very much officers and Board Members!
Our fall meeting was very interesting and the hands-on and interactive sessions were exciting
from excellent speakers. It is with deep and sincere thanks and gratitude to the Officers, Board
Members and Speakers for their endless support. The online registration for state meetings has
an impact on notifying the members and we were so happy to welcome new attendees.
We urge all members to join us and have a nice bonding and be active members. This is an ideal way to meet the other members throughout our state. Our profession is a field of study that
requires extensive training, has a unique body of knowledge and therefore continuing education
through seminars can enhance this demand. It is true that we can achieve this thru on-line training but close interaction with our co-professionals and experienced speakers can improve our
human relationship and personal development.
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Continued from page 3

2020 Annual meeting will be held in Albuquerque, Mexico on July 13-17,
2020, save the date and enjoy the camaraderie and expand your knowledge
needed for continuing education by attending sessions presented by excellent
speakers.
I end this message with an inspirational quote “Focusing on what you HAVE
instead of what you DON’T HAVE allows you to appreciate where you are in
life. Just because you haven’t reached a personal goal or achieved a dream
doesn’t mean that you can’t be happy right now. Celebrate where you are and
what you have at this point in your life. Stop waiting for something to change
or be different…meet happiness wherever you are in your journey! As seen in
Positive Thoughts….
Ms. Zenaida Maraggun, MS, MT (AMT), CLS (HHS)
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The time is nearing for the AMT 2020 Annual Meeting so make sure to attend. It will be
held on July 13-16, 2020 at the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico. The
hotel is beautiful so make your reservations before the deadline. Look online for the program and get registered. There will not be any sessions on Sunday and the next leadership training will be in 2021. This year we will have a Thursday night social instead of
the Sweet’s Suite. There are so many things to see and do in Albuquerque from taking a
train ride to a hot air balloon. Check with the Preliminary Program on the AMT website
for a complete list of activities.
The award recipients have been chosen and they should be listed soon on the AMT website homepage. AMT has launched online communities so check the homepage for this
also. This is another way that AMT is working to benefit their members.
I want to thank the AMT office for their work in bringing us an excellent educational
program that has something for everyone. They have put a lot of time in making this
meeting both enlightening and fun. I always look forward to seeing my AMT family
each year.
Taffy K. Durfee
Central District
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Greetings Louisiana State Society members. During this stressful time
our Country is going thru, be diligent. Do as what we medical personnel have been taught about personal hygiene being imperative. I pray
for safety of all my colleagues at their workplace. God protect all of
you is my prayer.
Randy Swopes MT

© 2019 American Medical Technologists (AMT). Any opinions stated in this publication are
those of the author and do not necessarily represent the opinions or official policy of the
Louisiana State Society or AMT. The Editor reserves the right to edit submitted articles and
other content in any way deemed appropriate and necessary.
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Managing The Knowledge of Baby Boomers Before
Their Retirement
Fred H Morley, III, MT Apr. 2015

A Story
As an uncertified medical technologist recently released from the Navy, I was
attending the Okie-Arkie Org for the first time to find out about becoming certified
with any organization. Walking down a hall, I heard voice call, “Hey cousin, come
here.” Thankfully not seeing any of my cousins, I turned to go on and heard the
same “Hey cousin, come here.” James Sam Morley grabbed my arm and introduced
himself and Chris Christian to me. About that time Vernon Bass and Randy Swopes
arrived, followed by Vernell Boyd. That was 1975 and was the beginning of this, a
long story.

Introduction
The Baby boomers are beginning to retire from the laboratories. Advance (2012) reported 40% of the aging lab professionals are expected to retire by 2018 and 50% by
2020. Within their brains lies untold and unwritten knowledge, tacit knowledge, of
the efficient function of hospital and reference labs. Labs will have to act now to preserve this everyday working knowledge within these Boomer techs.
This is not the data of the daily/monthly count of CBC’S. It is not the monthly profit
the lab contributes to the hospital. It is a deep-seated, almost non-communicable
knowledge that many Boomers do not even realize is in their possession. You will not
find this knowledge in any procedure manual or textbook.
The Complex Problem
Many, near retirees, put off retirement because of the national recession that
Continued
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Began in 2008. Now many are better situated financially and will again be considering retirement again. The recently graduated medical technologists do not have the
schooling or knowledge equal to forty five years of experience housed within the
Boomer’ brain. Ball and Gotsill ( 2011, pg 130) restate Nikol that “one medical lab
CEO responded that there were eight employers on his staff of 400 who played a
crictical role, yet no documentation existed to help the business carry on in their
absence.”
Loss of their knowledge will negatively affect labs with increased turnaround times
due to inexperienced staff techs. As an example, the time needed to complete a
normal hematology cell differential takes a Boomer under two minutes while some
of our recent graduate techs over ten minutes. The urine sediment time of completion will be the same. How will your hospital emergency room doctors (and you)
handle these time differences? How can your lab function without passing of this
unwritten knowledge to the recent graduates? Are there highly complex tests that
only Boomers perform and will these tests have to be shipped out when they leave?
These are Clinical Good Manufacturing Practices and not personnel decisions.
The poor economy of 2007 saw Boomers watch their stock market retirement
portfolio and their home values disappear and forced the Boomers to continue
working. Ball and Gotsill (2011, pg 9) restated Cappelli(2003), Boomers would continue to work “as life expectance and the ability to work longer go up.” But when
will they retire and what will it cost my laboratory?
Because of legal restraint, labs can not ask the near retirees how long they are going
to stay with the lab. Use the help of your human relations department. Survey all
employees about their plans to continue employment with the lab. Now Communicate, Communicate, Communicate to all employees, before the survey is started,
about why you are seeking this information. Remind them it is about the lab’s continued ability to function and not about seeking to force anyone’s retirement. Use a
lab newsletter regarding why this information is being sought and how it will be
used. Use it in the newsletter to the community to show you are thinking ahead of
others.

First, approach your CEO and ask him if he and his staff have a knowledge management program to protect the organization. Tell them why you want to do this project; remind them there will be purchases needed (CEO’S like that) as it will be a
mentoring program. More on this shortly.
Management may want to participate in your program if they do not have one for
themselves. Remind the CEO enhanced current employees are more liable to stay in
the lab, are more satisfied, land much less expensive than training a new Medical
Technologist (if you can get one). Advise them that you will measure the cost of the
program against the cost of training the new techs. For metrics you can compare as
before and after of any of several variables.
continued
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Identifying Needed Knowledge
Your HR department may already have a survey that can obtain the personnel information you need. This survey should include questions like:
•

What task(s) do you possess/perform not found in a procedure book?

•

Do you know a whole process that has not been taught to the younger techs?

•

Do you perform a procedure easily that others struggle with on your day off?

•

If you were to leave the lab today, what procedure would b e sent to your reference lab?

•

Would you be willing to mentor face to face a tech that haws less experience; do
you have the patience for the mentee’s development?

•

Can you give constructive feedback?
How long do you plan on continuing working for the lab (full or part time)?

There is no crystal ball when it comes to survey questions that will give you all the answers you need. Leave time and space for additional responses from your staff. And
communicate to the staff why this is needed. Very important is the fact that this information is not required, they can opt out or in at any time. It is just for the laboratory’s
continued success that this information is requested, not for personnel management.
Requirements for a Knowledge Management Program
Essential to your program will be willingness to give, receptiveness to obtain, and time
to transfer the knowledge. A mentoring program’s only cost will be in time on the
clock. There are software programs for recording the knowledge, but your lab already
has a word processing program that can do the same. After obtaining a Boomer willing
to teach an inexperienced tech, ask the recipient tech how they want to be taught.
Different age groups (generation X, generation Y, millennials) have different learning
styles per Ball and Gotsill(2011, pg 29 and 34)
Supervisors should not be the mentor per B all and Gotsill (2011, pg 151). The mentee
may not want to reveal to his superior a lack of understanding? Knowledge if a procedure for fear of reprisal. Managers want this relationship between the two a an open
and honest as possible.

Continue
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Make Metrics a Priority
From the very start of the program, decide on a metric that will track your progress. You
may want to add or delete some metrics as your program develops. This can be as simple
as your employee turnover rate before and after your program begins against the time the
program started. Salkind (2012, Pg203) reminds us that a correlation describes the linear
relationship between two or more variables. Other variables could be as simple a turnaround time (already being tracked) or as complex a ER doctor’s satisfaction and lab employee satisfaction surveys.

The lab manager should do a post training analysis with both attending. Both the mentor
and mentee should keep notes on subjects covered in each session. Knowledge can be
passed both ways in this relationship. The notes on the knowledge should be kept in a
binder where all lab personnel can l have access and learn from each session. Leithwood,
Harris, & Strauss (2013, pg 265) state, “Creating the conditions for collaboration within
the organization requires the leader to create time, resources , and incentives for positive
and productive sharing of knowledge.”
There are new and expensive software that can do a better job than using a word processor to keep notes in a binder. But Leithwood &etc (2013, pg 269) remind us the new technologies can be helpful but are only part of the solution, they are not an end in themselves. Keeping the knowledge available to all and sharing is the goal. You masy want to
let others add note to the binder experiences, but these should be monitored.
A Community of Learners
Barth(2013, pg 201) states, “The condition for membership in the community is that one
learn, continue to learn, and support the learning of others.” The lab manager must be the
leader in the building of this community. The learners must know the lab has a real desire
to pass the Boomers knowledge on to the new techs. Donahue and Yelton if GE Healthcare
(2010) remind us effective and permanent change must start from the top management of
the lab.
Why an Informal Mentoring Program?

The lab’s first steps in a mentoring program may be to just meet and have long conversations. Let the mentor share the first story and the mentee will invariably tell a “Me Too”
story.
Boomers do like to tell stories and share their knowledge/experiences. This storytelling is
a hidden asset that not only transfers knowledge but instills an emotional tie in the recipient to the knowledge.
continue
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The storyteller should use words that can draw a picture for the recipient. The recipient’s emotions will engage them to remember and think on their own per Ball and Gotsill (2011.pg 184).
The meeting place should be quite and there are no other duties on the mentor or mentee. Both should remember to take notes on their conversations for the Knowledge binder. The lab manager should do a follow
up with both; not everyone can remember all details from the meeting. But the mentor and mentee are accountable only to themselves for the transfer of the knowledge.
After three months in the program, the lab manager should be able to access the progress of both. Changes
could be suggested to both for additional areas of training or direction of the knowledge sharing. Both mentor and mentee may want changes that are not in the best interest of the transfer; instead of saying no, the
lab manager should use a ‘not now’ answer.
Retirement of a valued employee does not have to mean the loss of their knowledge in running the laboratory . Valuable, undocumented information can be passed on to new techs. Make a plan, get approval, more
ahead to manage and save your lab’s knowledge. General George S. Patton had a favorite saying when the
plan was set; Axelrod(19999) reminds us it was a simple and direct— “Go forward.”
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